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Discover Culinan.net, the first Sign Language participative 
network on the Internet ! A completely innovative platform, 
whose objective is to list a maximum of signs, and then share them 
with the whole world.

InIn 2011, in France, French Sign Language (LSF) is still not reco-
gnised among the general public as an official language. Proof of this 
being the use of “langage” (which we could translate in English by 
“idiom”), which emphasises the peculiarity of Sign Language, and 
the fact that it can’t be understood by everyone. And yet, LSF has 
been legitimated by the Law of February 11, 2005 on the equality of 
rights and opportunities, participation and citizenship of disabled 
people.people. Despite that, LSF still doesn’t have any official institution to 
have support from, nor does it have a dictionary which would be as 
many actions as to make the Sign Language important in a country 
where around 150 000 people sign it.

References listing signs, available nowadays, are simple books edited 
by independent organizations, and they are still pretty limited in terms 
of quantity of signs and their comprehension.
Indeed, a static image will never transcribe a “moving” language 
such as Sign Language better than a video.
And even though there are videolexicons available for consultation 
online, they are also limited when it comes to quantity or interaction.

HANDS OF GOLD / GOLD IN THE HANDS?
ConfConfronted with these problems, the Culinan.net team have found in 
the new media technology a simple and effective answer: create a 
participative platform, to let people spread their signs. 
With the LexSign platform, named after the words “lexicon” and 
“signs”, each Sign Language user is able to share his signs, like when 
using a wiki. This platform system goes even beyond, allowing contri-
bution from the whole world. De facto, languages signed 
throughout the world will be accessible and visible to 
eveeveryone, thus reinforcing their existence. Our system is very 
simple: the user just has to create his account and then can post his 
signs, by sending videos or directly using his webcam. Such an easy 
process will allow LexSign to enrich its database very quickly. A team 
of moderators, all being Sign Language experts, will make sure of 
giving to everybody a smooth running website, and will especially 
pay attention to the quality of the posted signs. 

Just like “audio-vocal” languages are enriched everyday by news 
words, signed languages also see new signs emerge daily. 
That said, their diffusion have to face much more impediments before 
managing to reach deaf or hearing people, even though new 
technologies optimize exchanges and communication.

ThisThis difficulty of transmission faced by the Sign Language is one of 
the major problems which Culinan.net suggests resolving, thanks to 
its NeoSign platform. Neo, as in “new”, because each user can offer 
new signs that he or she will have created, or can contribute to spread 
the latest signs that are still not known by other sign users. 
TheThe sign users community will then rate those signs, depending on 
their relevance. This will surely encourage constructive debates, for a 
living language.

PROMOTE THE PERMEATION OF DEAF AND HEA-
RING WORLDS
In few weeks, a module will be added to Culinan.net, which will offer 
even more interactivity between sign users and non-sign users.
This way, non-sign users will be able to post signs requests, and the 
sign users community will then answer by posting videos, through 
both LexSign and NeoSign. A real connection will be implemented, in 
order to open LSF to the world, and make it shine !

THE RICHNESS OF SIGNS IN THE HANDS OF ALL
Our project aims at the recognition of Sign Language by all : 
deaf, hearing-impaired and hearing persons.
Deaf and hearing-impaiDeaf and hearing-impaired persons: so that they are proud of the 
elaborate language they have.
Hearing persons : so that they become aware of the richness of this 
language which they use sometimes without even knowing it.

Our purpose is certainly not to impose signs which would become 
the “official” references for deaf persons.
It is quite the contrary: we wish to see more and more 
rreferences abound, see Sign Language develop itself and bloom…
We shall be there to list, so that we can all create better.

Because richness arises from sharing, LexSign and 
NeoSign need the participation of all!
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A DIAMOND CARVES OUT ITS PLACE ON THE WEB

MAINS DIAMANT wishes to empower the deaf culture and deepen the 
interaction  among  the deaf  and hearing  individuals. The organization is 
made up of a multicultural team with hearing, deaf and hearing impaired 
members.  Their various life experiences led them to this common vision: 
a commitment to provide a better interactive experience 
among the deaf and the hearing community.


